"the cat sat on the mat'
exist for him.   Nevertheless, it stood firm as a rock, and the top
was a beautiful slab of walnut.  Old Corderoy had a good romantic
name of his own, derived, I believe, from Corde du Roy, referring
to the French king's hunting breeches.   He was a grand workman
of the traditional British type:  slow, ruminative, philosophical,
refusing to be hurried, refusing to be dislodged from his own
notions of wood and tools and what can be achieved by the proper
use of them. He worked in a vast Tithe Barn dating back from well
before Tudor times; the sun poured through the rTitnTra and beams,
and dropped in puddles and pennies of gold on to the half-finished
pieces of oak, elm, walnut and pine.   His sons, who were also his
apprentices, were both serving.   Of one he said: "Can do without
he", and of the other: "Ah ..." a world of regret in that "Ah".
. Old Corderoy would presently be sure to show you* the pride of
his heart which was "a secret drawer" inserted at the back of the
drawer in the table (a baby in arms could find it; a burglar would
split his sides laughing at it).   Corderoy also supplied the walnut
kerb of my fireplace, my coal-scuttle and paper-rack, and three or
four walnut stools as sturdy as the table; odds and ends of country
comfort settling down happily with my two huge modern arm-
chairs and my few elegantly-carved period pieces from antique
shops in Mayfair or from some small Riverside town.  Well-made
things, by some law of nature, cannot help but blend into a
harmonious whole, whoever made them, wherever you bought
them, -and certainly whatever they cost.   The last time I had a
sitting-room in Albany, I had paid heavily for a delicious piece of
discomfort called a Queen Anne Love>-seat; I cannot help being
sorry for prettiness to have ended so incongruously on that
sensational pyre, but the age of love-scats (on which no one would
dream of making love) has passed, to be replaced not unhappily
by Corderoy's notion of a table from which everyone can eat their
dinner and still enjoy before and afterwards looking at that slab
of plain shining walnut from the tree his sons cut down in the
garden before they went to the war.
Lamps were rather a troublesome matter. We all know and
dread that Poltergeist (is he architect, builder or electrician ?) who
neatly and with great care places plugs and switches in positions
where they cannot be reached except by high endeavour and
crawling under the bed. We used to be able to get ova: that by
long flexes, but nowadays "they" look terribly shocked if you
ask for an extra yard on to the lamp flex; as though you had
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